YOU’RE EASY ON THE
EYES...YOUR SCREENS
SHOULD BE TOO
Founded by optometrist Dhruvin
Patel, Ocushield makes the world’s
only medically certified blue light
filtering products.

How does it work?
Ocushield blocks blue light which Is emitted from your phone, tablet, or laptop by
absorbing harmful blue rays, while keeping true colours. Whilst many of us are
working from home, Ocushield products help to keep your eyes feeling fresh and
provide added protection for kids' developing eyes, when spending time on screens.

Protect
your eyes

Improve your
sleep

Protect
your skin

Protect your
screen

True
Colours

From eye strain, and
the bad things that go
with it: headaches,
fatigue, dry eyes, blurry
vision

Blue light makes
your body forget
when it’s bedtime.
No blue l
ight… doesn’t

Prevent fine lines and
pigmentation
changes on skin by
blocking the blue

Tough tempered glass
– 5X stronger than
traditional screen
protectors

No retro orange
tinge
(ahem, unlike
night mode!)

www.ocushield.com @getocushield #loveyoureyes

Nice eyes...keep them nice
Why do I need blue light protection?
Research shows that blue light emitted from the screens of digital devices
affects our eyes, sleep and skin.
Did you know that eye strain & headaches aka
computer vision syndrome is the #1 occupational
hazard of the 21st century?

Blue light disrupts the body’s natural production of
melatonin - a hormone that helps us fall asleep!

Over 100,000 eyes protected!
Ocushield’s NEW iPhone 12 screen protector features self-cleaning technology! The
technology breaks down viral structures - the same way anti-bacterial hand gel is used to
prevent the spread of germs. With smartphones being 7x dirtier than a toilet seat and the
continuation of the pandemic, you can keep swiping safely.

The full range of blue light filtering products includes...

Smartphone

iPad

Monitor

MacBook

Glasses

Lamp

Launching in Nordstorm, HSN and Best Buy soon!

"This has genuinely stopped my headaches and eye strain. It doesn’t affect the
appearance of colours and I would highly recommend"
- Ocushield website customer
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